
Element Hair believes in a creative environment inspiring texture, color,
and contemporary, wearable, beautiful hair. Aesthetics also available.
Waterloo Region’s first and only Arrojo NYC Ambassador Salon.
Visit their new multi-service studio space on The Boardwalk.

ELEMENT HAIR
www.elementhair.com
519.746.1212

UNI+KONCEPT
www.UNI-KONCEPT.com
519.208.0185

UNI+KONCEPT is a carefully curated lifestyle boutique; that carries
a variety of items from apparel and accessories, to beauty and home
decor products. They aim to create a welcoming environment where
customers can expect to receive a unique one-on-one experience.

SCHwEITzER’S PLUMbINg CENTRE
www.Schweitzers.ca
519.747.1819

Schweitzer’s Plumbing Centre is proud to sponsor the
“Jazz for Adults” event July 21st at the Jazz Room inside the
Huether Hotel, providing jazz culture and creative performance
opportunities to adults in Waterloo Region. Participants attend
a week long jazz day camp to hone their skills, then showcase
their talents to a live audience. More information at
www.beckettschool.ca/course/jazz-adults-2018.

SASHAY VOUS
sashayvous@gmail.com
519.725.6789

Coveted pieces and timeless designs, 100% handcrafted in Spain
are the unique trademarks of Uno de 50 jewellery. Brimming with
creativity that lasts a lifetime. Discover the collection today at
Sashay Vous, inside The Shops at waterloo Town Square.
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S T Y L E
S

HAIR AND MAKEUP 
Kim Nielsen and 

JoHannah Hands 
of Element Hair in Waterloo

LOCATION 
Langdon Hall Country House 
Hotel and Spa in Cambridge

STYLING ASSISTANT 
Navdeep Bhangu

Styling and Photography 
by Alisha Townsend

Meaghan Dietrich
wears a silk, 

dark grey, 
deep V-neck, 

ruffle floral gown 
by Wayne Clark, 

$2,995.

Sarah Boutcher 
wears a silk, 

pale grey, pink floral 
print mid-length dress 

by Wayne Clark, $1,595; 
and silver metallic thread 

pointy-toe heels 
by Peter Kaiser, $270.

watchers
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This page:
Sarah wears a ruffle 

sleeve dress by Luisa 
Cerano, $595; and 

fascinator, $160.
Meaghan wears 

knee-length purple ruffle 
dress by Luisa Cerano, 

$695; and fascinator, 

$165.

Opposite page:
Sarah wears an 

off-the-shoulder dress 
by Bailey 44, $350.

WHERE TO GET IT: 
PAGE 166
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Opposite page: 
Meaghan wears a 

pale pink shirt with 
shoulder details by 

Vince, $380.

This page: 
Sarah wears a white 

lace off-the-shoulder 
quarter-sleeve top by 

Bailey 44, $290.

What better way to celebrate  
the Royal wedding of  

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle 
than over high tea at  

Langdon Hall in Cambridge. 
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This page: Sarah wears a sateen floral print blazer by Gabby Isabella, $149; 
a twisted sleeve T-shirt by Spanner, $69; and sateen floral print shorts by Gabby Isabella, $89. 

Meaghan wears a laser-cut ruffle top by Spanner, $99; and sateen floral print crop pant by Gabby Isabella, $109.

Opposite page: Meaghan wears a floral dress with ruffle sleeves, Biba Private Label, $975; fascinator, $155; 
and open-toe nude metallic heels by Peter Kaiser, $285.



Sarah wears an indigo 
mock neck top with floral 
and delicate bird by 
B.Young, $70. 
Meaghan wears a leather 
jacket with silver zipper 
detailing by Set, $865; 
and an indigo boat neck 
top with floral design by 
B.Young, $125.
Both wearing stretch 
skinny pant by Brenda 
Beddome, $175.
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MEET MODELSTHE

By Brian Williams

photography By alisha toWnsend

For two people with so much in 

common, you might think Sarah 

Boutcher and Meaghan Dietrich 

would spend a lot more time 

together. 

The 20-year-olds both grew up in 

Waterloo, went to St. David Catholic 

Secondary School, joined the Cameo 

Models roster about 2½ years ago and are 

students at Wilfrid Laurier University. 

Yet with such busy schedules and different 

areas of study – Boutcher in first-year 

biology, Dietrich in second-year political 

science – they are more likely to run into 

each other at a modelling function than on 

campus.

“We totally would hang out,” Dietrich 

says. “I feel like we’re just so busy . . . that 

this is what continually brings us back 

together.” 

Although they were aware of each other 

during high school, the first time they 

really connected was at the 2017 Canadian 

Model and Talent Convention in Toronto. 

The convention is a weekend showcase 

that exposes newcomers to modelling and 

talent agents, scouts, managers and casting 

directors from around the world.

After competing in various disciplines, the 

models check to see which agencies want to 

meet with them.

Boutcher turned out to be a bit of a 

rock star at the conference, generating 54 

callbacks. 

“Sarah was breaking records,” Dietrich 

says. “Everyone was fighting for her.”

In a 76-person age group Boutcher 

won in the runway, swimwear and 

go-see (audition) categories and was first 

runner-up in the vocal competition. 

“That was the point for me where I 

was like: maybe I can actually do this,” 

Boutcher says.

She says her mother was even caught off 

guard when Boutcher was declared winner 

in the runway category. “My mom was like 

‘Don’t get me wrong, I love you and all, 

but I didn’t think you would actually win 

that.’ ”

It all led to offers to travel to places such 

as Milan and Korea, but she decided to put 

international modelling on hold and signed 

with Elite Model Management in Toronto.

Standing five feet 10½ inches tall, 

Boutcher is built for the runways and has 

experienced the catwalks at shows such as 

Toronto Fashion Week.

The convention was also a pivotal 

experience for Dietrich who could now see 

modelling as a reality, even though she is 

five feet two inches tall in what is consid-

ered a taller person’s game.

Dietrich was able to parlay that conference 

exposure into a contract with the Sherrida 

model agency in Toronto. Among the jobs 

she has landed is a regular gig on televi-

sion’s The Shopping Channel, helping sell 

beauty products two or three days a month.

She knows she isn’t going to be walking 

the runways alongside Boutcher, but she 

knows there are other avenues, such as 

print campaigns that pay well.

“I guess I used to look at (my height) 

as a disadvantage and I don’t anymore,” 

Dietrich says. 

Outside of modelling, Dietrich spent 16 

years as a competitive Irish dancer until 

recent demands on her time prompted her 

to pull back on that commitment.

Boutcher has a background in music. A 

former member of the KW Glee choir, fans 

of the Kitchener-Waterloo Titans basketball 

team may recognize her as an anthem 

singer, something she says she has done 

a handful of times in the team’s first two 

seasons. 

Another thing Dietrich and Boutcher 

have in common is a passing interest in the 

Royal wedding set for May 19. Both say 

they’ll be interested to see how the big day 

goes for Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, 

but they are unlikely to be planning an 

elaborate tea party despite the evidence we 

gathered at our Langdon Hall photo shoot 

proving they would look great all dressed 

up for one.

Sarah Boutcher, left, and Meaghan Dietrich at Langdon Hall Country House Hotel and Spa.

bauer marketplace
191 king St. South, #107, Waterloo on

519.570.4070 | marknunes.ca

Follow us on instagram at “marknuneswaterloo”

eaSy SophiStication.
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B E N E F I T f r om t h e VA R I E T Y o f ME D I S P A S E R V I C E S o n l y G I N A S c a n o f f e r

FACIAL REJUVENATION

Photorejuvenationwith our

industry leadingmedical

grade IPL equipment offers

many solutions to provide

a renewed, rejuvenated

complexion, diminishing

imperfections of aging skin.

BOTOX & FILLERS

Be you, only better with

Gina’s facial rejuvenation

services. To restore lost

volume and reduce lines and

wrinkles trust Gina’s Botox

and Fillers services for an

instant facial restoration.

LASER HAIR REMOVAL

Highly targeted pulsed-

light or laser technology

destroys the structures

that grow newhair, while

our Advanced Contact

Cooling technology

promotes client comfort.

THERMAGE®

Proven to help improve

the appearance of sagging,

wrinkled or loose skin,

giving you a smoother,

sleeker and younger look

and feel in as little as just

one treatment.

@GinaSpaAndHair facebook.com/GinasSpa

KW’S
TOP AWARD
WINNING

SPA

PHYSICALLY
REVERSE the
SIGNS ofAGING
WITHOUT
SURGERY.

BOTOX & FILLERS ADMINISTERED BY A MEDICAL DOCTOR.


